[Prospective Reliability Trial to Assess Inter and Intra Observer Reliability of Rebound Tonometry in the Eyes of Healthy Probands].
A prospective reliability trial was implemented to estimate the inter- and intraobserver reproducibility of iCare® rebound tonometry in healthy proband eyes. Three independent observers performed three replicate measurements, respectively, by means of the iCare®PRO rebound tonometry device in 20 eyes of 20 healthy probands. Two of these observers were medical doctors with an at least two years experience in ophthalmological patient care, the third observer was a study nurse with several years practice in applying ophthalmological diagnostic procedures. Each observer's replicate measurements were averaged and then compared by means of a global Friedman test for interobserver bias in the parallel rebound tonometry measurements at the 5 % significance level. In addition, variance component analysis was performed on the overall repeated measurement design to estimate the iCare® reliability coefficient [%] (100 % indicating total reproducibility in absence of any inter or intra observer bias). The respective observers' median average measurements were 15.9 mmHg (interquartile range 15.1 to 17.5 mmHg) and 15.1 mmHg (14.3 to 15.6 mmHg) for the medical doctors, furthermore 16.8 mmHg (14.2 to 18.9 mmHg) for the study nurse; the averaged measurement series showed a significant interobserver bias (Friedman p = 0.006). Variance component analysis revealed an overall iCare® reliability of 35 % (95 % confidence interval 26 to 44 %). In this repeated measurement design iCare® rebound tonometry measurements showed significant interobserver bias and thereby notably reduced overall reliability. In particular, the intraindividual measurement profiles showed a gradient towards smaller values during the 9 replicates' series; furthermore the study nurses' measurements showed notably increased variability. As a consequence the routine use of iCare® rebound tonometry must be critically discussed at least when being delegated to less experienced staff.